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EDITORIAL

Enough said about Parliament House and the sengol; about ethnic 
violence; about brutal murders on the streets of Delhi. Let’s unearth 
some positive or inspiring news from beneath breaking news.

I only just discovered there is in fact a section called ‘Good 
News’ in some online publications, which says something about 
how deeply buried such news is.

Let me begin at home. My mother’s caregiver has a 10-year-
old son who lives with us. He goes to the nearby government school. 
His mother is not literate but is determined to see him through to 
the end. There are several mothers like her, as she discovered at a 
parent-teacher meeting, who want their children to have more 
options in life than they had. The school requires someone in the 
family to have a mobile phone which is not an unreasonable request 
these days. WhatsApp is put to good use for a change. His mother 
gets a daily update of his classes, his homework, his misdemeanors. 
The school is clearly interested in schooling and this is certainly 
inspiring considering there is evidence to the contrary as well. But it 
shows that it can be done. 

Some things do change, albeit very slowly. It is heartening 
to see the opportunities opening up for young people from 
underprivileged homes—the recently declared UPSC results are a 
case in point. At the same time some things don’t change; in fact 
they become worse. The medieval treatment of our women athletes 
protesting because their complaints of sexual harassment by the 
head of their Federation are not being acted upon belies all claims 
to women’s empowerment and youth being the future of the country. 
But these women are not victims; their empowerment comes from 
within and they have the fortitude and determination to fight the 
long fight, no matter what. To quote one athlete, ‘We are not raising 
this just for ourselves, it’s for all the girls who have faced harassment 
from powerful men and haven’t been able to speak out.’
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I did say I would not talk about the inauguration of Parliament 
House but I wonder what will be said a 100 years from now, or even 
a decade from now, about the boycott of the ceremony and what will 
be told to children about its origins. When the present government 
ceases to be in power, will this building no longer be used?

Coming to the contents of this issue, it contains a personal 
narrative titled ‘A Story of Adoption’. Unfortunately India’s adoption 
rate has always been low and is in fact getting lower. There are close 
to 30 million orphaned and abandoned children in India today—yet 
the central adoption authority says there are hardly any children 
available for adoption. What will become of these children; will they 
ever be counted as the future of India? While the article is a couple’s 
personal journey, it is also a lesson in the laws and the hurdles along 
the way.

The C. D. Deshmukh Memorial Lecture has been an integral 
part of the Summer issue since the inception of the series. The title 
of this year’s lecture was ‘Our History, Your History, Whose History?’ 
It was delivered by Professor Romila Thapar, who is known for 
her significant contributions to the study of the history of India, 
but also for her courage in speaking out about the ideology of the 
establishment as it impacts the study of history.

The other articles in the issue are thoughtful insights 
into the sari, ubiquitous but never static or unchanging; cross-
cultural conversations that enable us to reconnect us with our past 
and make it relevant for us in the present; the two epics and the 
construction of the nation’s identity; Myanmar’s decade of gloom 
and the implications for India; and an interview with two Japanese 
economists who visited the Centre as part of a series of programmes 
marking the 70th anniversary of India–Japan diplomatic relations.

Another narrative is Pablo Bartholomew’s photo essay. He 
describes how a chance e-mail took him on a journey to reconnect 
with his ‘lost’ family in Burma. The essay places his personal story in 
the larger context of the history and present of Burma (Myanmar.)

OMITA GOYAL


